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Lake Effect

i.

In the cabin, we played the stranger’s
records, going down
to the wane of Joni’s warped guitar

as waterglass shot across our skin
and later, the Perseids,
August’s mirrored nor’easter,

replayed the White Hurricane
of November 1913 in meteors
plucked from a comet’s freighted wake.
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ii.

I saw through bottle-green and time
and returned to the cabin
a sputtering sailor, whiskey-brined,

the trace of snow in ash on your lip
from the last shared cigarette.
I heard the drafts in the cabin,

the lake’s revisions of its past,
and all night, I listened to the lapping
of eight captains’ abandon ship!

against the docks at Goderich.
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iii.

All of our desire in a bloom’s day, all a season’s
in the spilled salt. I tugged the sunlight
from your beard and licked the horizon.

O weekenders of the heart,
just shuffleboard our bodies
when the ice cream shops have shuttered.
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iv.

In November, when the lake casts
its cold-snapped mooring lines
toward the city, we leave each other

the passage of fronts.
Winter only ossifies the ebb:
banks mount up to the second storey,

and will not break.
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The Flood of ’37

We trace the last of the high-water mark
that salts the city like a ring of sweat.
“& Sons” is all that’s left of the old sign
as closing time drains the gay bar. We shake
the end of our invisible ink and look for lifts
in the rain. As all the cabs extinguish their wet
and yellow haloes, downtown’s a cliché
of April. We walk up Dundas Street
trading directions instead of names, the vague
pre-dawn disclosure. I want to be alone
if the sun rises, but we can’t decide who’s closer
and so we’re wanderers at the meridian,
on the edge of our small and violet disaster.
We don’t want to go to bed but shiver
at the abatement, shouldering this dam
against the other’s inevitable disappointment.
I sip the city’s drunk history, air hopped
at the brewery, and I imagine my apartment flooded
and all my paperbacks swollen and dispersed,
my pills dissolved and meaningless as grist,
the empty bed a sunken ship. The river has fallen
and I too want to be swept, the era’s easy deviant.
But I must believe that instead of drowning
we’d hatch some great escapes, and illicit
trysts would begin again somewhere else,
under a false death’s presumed innocence.
We’d overturn the optician’s billboard,
use it for a skiff, and staying the course
of press-on stars, we’d drift and drift,
anonymous.
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After Hours in Eldon House

The antlers in the papered ossuary
buck time’s stilled arrow,
casting the river’s forked shadow
against cracked paste and filigree.

There’s a pianola in the drawing-room
where the ghosts of redcoats surrender
to a chandelier’s bent light, their curio hearts
unbolted by the instrument’s common measure,

for we are all old buggers tonight.
Preposterous archaeologists,
we mount the stairs backwards two-by-two
so that our exits entrance the past,

which allows this Orphic spell.
Lifting the velvet rope at the threshold
of the other’s pleasure, the red
bedroom opens like a mouth.

My soldier has pulled the maid’s
apron from the mannequin in the larder,
and sausaged his hairy thighs inside
splitting the lace and seams,

while I’m lashed in brocade to the four-poster,
gagged with a chapped leather bit, nipples
pinched between two pegs, and tickled pink
with peacock feathers. Trussed up

in a borrowed livery, strapped to the hilt
until I’m dizzy, I come to and find myself
the same again: the invert historian
in a convex looking glass.
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Downstairs, I fold up the queen and drop
my green pittance in a Plexiglas box,
and signing the registry alias “Robbie Ross,”
I desert the silent centuries.
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Harris Park

The old terraces long eroded, we find other flights
from museum to flood plain, our mired minutes spent
seeding anemones or righting tulips and tiger lilies
according to a century-old design. Inevitably, I fall
headlong into mud, memory, the sugar maples
bleeding sweetly on my palms and the satchel of seeds
torn and flung across the lost gardens below — 
the lawns, the willows, the gazebo with its broken
bottles, tampons, condoms, needles: the clear-cut
refusal of privacy. He finds me among morels
and soda cans, tasting of peat, musk, and metal, damp
with sweat and sunk into the green morass
of my own making. For Julian comes, and he
what I do to the grass, does to my thoughts and me.
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At Lake Horn, ca. 1850

A bent sentinel at the corner, I’m hauled
out to dig for my disorderly conduct
a watering hole so the men might bathe:
me and my unbecoming lip service.

We levelled the hill to dam it,
bound the lake in streets called after
Waterloo, various dukes, or Piccadilly Circus — 
our violence by any other name.

I watched their wet asses gleam
for punishment. Later, the water’s ruled
unhygienic and Carling’s Creek now runs
in the sewers, a man-made lake

drained for the brewers. Later still,
the boys from the bar at the CPR Hotel
walk the rails in the red light of its fail-
safe semaphores, wade into the one-time

shore, their jeans and Calvins stuffed
down around their sneakers. They come
for me in my epaulets and fetish gear,
the boxing sentries shuddering forward.

Yet they’re not apart from my detachment’s
history here. One or another throws a punch
before dawn. The sun rises to refill
the lake with concrete and crimson.
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Victoria Park

The children play on a Sherman tank called the Holy Roller,
sighting ley lines through the park toward St. Peter’s door. Sixteen,
I watch the cenotaph’s shadow march its sundown parade
while pairs of men in white shirts stop to ask if I’ve been saved.
I think of Sunlight, stain fighters,

my mother folding boxers with the phone in the crook
of her neck, as she murmurs her observations of me to the doctor.
Have I been tilting at clocks again? St. Peter answers
in the pealing bell at dusk. Our mother Marion,
Our Lady of Sorrows, still worries what befalls some boys

in the river and parks. Meanwhile, city maintenance men
string Christmas lights across the imported forest,
as in 1882 when the park first went electric, and seven thousand
faces turned nickelodeon at the switch, and we other Victorians
bowed beneath the steepled trees and hid.

I meet the boy from school at the southwest cannon,
installed after the Siege of Sevastopol. He leads me round
to a bench in the evergreens (Mom warned me against their shadows)
and as the cathedral sounds the hour, I bloody my tongue
against his braces’ barbed wire.

A pair of idlers in a copse, that the police tell to move along,
we surrender. Flirting with fusiliers, smiling on grenadiers — 
These are the joys of a garrison town. Looking back,
I can’t rebuild demolished barracks without playing soldier,
so I run across the melted rink, drowning my image in the water.
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To One a Century Hence

Calm and glorious roll the hours here — the whole twenty-four.…  
Such a procession of long drawn-out, delicious half-lights nearly  
every evening…

— Walt Whitman, Diary in Canada, on the grounds of  
the London Asylum for the Insane, June and July 1880

Twilight tastes of candied violet, and I carry the coming night
as a tin in my pocket, melting archaic love-me-nots on my tongue.
Ginsberg found you tasting artichokes in California,
yet here you are, conducting the late-arriving stars on Highbury Avenue
in the summer of my hometown. I’m nineteen, or a hundred; the world
dimmed and my room’s right angles conspired against me. I walked
kilometres to abandon my body at the side of the road. The doctor
wants me to confess, by way of analysis, the great difficulty of my desire.
What if the morning closed its petals on its own, without some named 

cruelty?

These are my specimen days; he pins my minutes down, wings of a moth
mounted to his office wall. Same time Tuesday? the incremental future calls
and I fold tomorrow, a paper square, into my wallet. You wrote yourself
millennia and bound them in calamus. I’m the one you’ve reached tonight,
a century hence, walking a lot’s labyrinth in the city’s permanent
half-light. When you were last here this was countryside, and roses
fired the lawn. Now, yellow lines and an orange sky that betrays our gazing,
though Antares, comrade-in-arms, still rises as it did that evening, 1880.
Now it is you, compact, visible, realizing my poems, seeking me.
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